
OUR VODKAS

AMARETTO
CÎROC™ Amaretto is the fourth flavor-infused

varietal from the makers of CÎROC™ Ultra-

Premium Vodka and is gluten free. CÎROC™

Amaretto offers a rich, cherry-almond flavor

with a touch of vanilla and a silky smooth

finish. The spirit has been masterfully infused

with amaretto flavors, resulting in a taste

experience that is lusciously different and

elegantly smooth. The unique mixability of

CÎROC™ Amaretto allows for a broad range

of cocktail creativity, whether mixed with

cola, pineapple juice or in a classic sour.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Sweet cherry and
marzipan

TASTE

Rich almond
balanced with lightly
sweetened cherry
flavors

FINISH

Indulgent, creamy
almond

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: AMARETTO

HARLEM SOUR

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/harlem-sour)
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OUR VODKAS

APPLE
CÎROC™ Apple is distilled five time to ensure

high quality. The spirit is masterfully infused

with a distinctive blend of apple and other

natural flavors, resulting in a taste

experience that is lusciously different and

elegantly smooth. Enjoy on the rocks, as a

shot or mixed in your favorite cocktail.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Bright crisp green
apple

TASTE

Juicy green apple

FINISH

Silky and smooth

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: APPLE

CÎROC APPLETINI

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/appletini)
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OUR VODKAS

COCONUT
CÎROC™ Coconut is one of the first flavor-

infused varietals from the makers of CÎROC™

Ultra-Premium Vodka and is gluten free.

Distilled five times to ensure high quality, the

spirit is masterfully infused with coconut and

tropical fruit flavors, resulting in a taste

experience that is lusciously different and

elegantly smooth.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Fresh coconut with
a vanilla edge

TASTE

Creamy, sweet
coconut flavor with
a faint hint of
tropical fruit

FINISH

Silky and smooth

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: COCONUT

HOT MAMA

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/hot-mama)
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OUR VODKAS

FRENCH VANILLA
CÎROC French Vanilla is a rich tasting spirit

made with vodka distilled five times from fine

French grapes. The spirit is masterfully

infused with a distinctive blend of vanilla

flavors from multiple sources such as

Madagascar along with other natural flavors

to give Ciroc French Vanilla its uniquely rich

and creamy taste. Enjoy on the rocks, as a

shot or mixed in your favorite cocktail.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Vanilla cream with
hints of vanilla bean

TASTE

Rich French Vanilla
cream reminiscent
of vanilla ice cream,
with hints of the
Ciroc signature
flavor underneath.

FINISH

Rich, silky and
smooth

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: FRENCH VANILLA

CÎROC-STAR MARTINI

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/ciroc-star-

martini)
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OUR VODKAS

MANGO
CÎROC Mango is a rich tasting spirit made

with vodka distilled five times from fine

French grapes. The spirit is masterfully

infused with a distinctive blend of mango and

other natural flavors, resulting in a taste

experience that is lusciously different and

elegantly smooth. Enjoy on the rocks, as a

shot or mixed in your favorite cocktail.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Bright tropical
mango with
undertones of tangy
citrus

TASTE

Creamy mango with
tangy citrus and
other tropical flavors

FINISH

Smooth and creamy
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OUR VODKAS

PEACH
CÎROC™ Peach is the third flavor-infused

varietal from the makers of CÎROC™ Ultra-

Premium Vodka and is gluten free. Distilled

five times to ensure high quality, the spirit is

masterfully infused with a distinctive blend of

peach and other natural flavors, resulting in a

taste experience that is lusciously different

and elegantly smooth. Enjoy the juicy flavor

of CÎROC™ Peach with a splash of

champagne in a classic CÎROC™ Peach

Bellini.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Sun-ripened fresh
peaches

TASTE

Juicy, succulent
peach flavor with a
hint of orchard fruit

FINISH

Velvety smooth

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: PEACH

PEACH BELLINI

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/peach-bellini)
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OUR VODKAS

PINEAPPLE
CÎROC™ Pineapple is the fifth and most

anticipated flavor-infused varietal from the

makers of CÎROC™ Ultra-Premium Vodka.

Distilled five times to ensure high quality, the

spirit is masterfully infused with a distinctive

blend of pineapple and other natural flavors,

resulting in a taste experience that is

lusciously different and elegantly smooth.

The versatility of this flavor allows for a great

range of cocktail creativity, whether mixed

with lemon-lime soda, orange juice, or

pineapple juice.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Freshly crushed
pineapple with
notes of tropical
fruit

TASTE

Succulent pineapple
flavor with a subtle
hint of vanilla

FINISH

Silky and smooth

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: PINEAPPLE

LA PIÑA

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/la-pina)
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OUR VODKAS

RED BERRY
CÎROC™ Red Berry is one of the first flavor-

infused varietals from the makers of CÎROC™

Ultra-Premium Vodka and is gluten free.

Distilled five times to ensure high quality, the

spirit is masterfully infused with raspberry,

strawberry and other natural flavors, resulting

in a taste experience that is lusciously

different and elegantly smooth. The resulting

balance of luscious, berry-infused flavor is

perfectly highlighted in the CÎROC™ Cosmo

Martini.

TASTING FEATURES

NOSE

Bouquet of berries
with a hint of jam

TASTE

Ripe and juicy with
berry flavors

FINISH

Deliciously sweet

FEATURED COCKTAIL

CÎROC: RED-BERRY

CÎROC COSMO

(/en-us/vodka-

drinks/ciroc-cosmo)
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